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From: 
Sent: Wed, 6 Jan 2021 10:58:24
To: 
Subject: Re: Angry resident
Sensitivity: Normal

\f0
\cbpat3\qlCAUTION: External Email

\f0
\f0To who it may concern

\f0
\f0I am writing to confirm the area I am objecting too is indeed ESE10B

\f0
\f0Yours sincerely
\f0Jane mcphail

\f0On Wed, 6 Jan 2021, 10:54 localplan, <localplan@scotborders.gov.uk> wrote:

\f0Good morning Ms McPhail

\f0

\f0Thank you for your email below regarding the Proposed Local Development Plan.

\f0In order that we can register your submission, can you confirm the actual site that you are objecting to please?

\f0From your email below it appears that the site may be ESE10B Linglie Road, Selkirk however, this does need to be confirmed.

\f0

\f0Many thanks

\f

\f0

\f0From: Jane McPhail <janemcphail4@gmail.com> 
Sent: 05 January 2021 16:24
To: localplan <localplan@scotborders.gov.uk>
Subject: Angry resident

\f0

\cbpat3\f0CAUTION: External Email

\f0

\f0To whom it may concern.

\f0

\f0I am writing in sheer anger and disgust at the proposed development that would go ahead right at the side of my property/home. 

\f0I am angry and disgusted for reasons I will explain if you care to read.

\f0

\f0Firstly at a community meeting following flood defense completion it was publicly announced that no development would be able to go ahead on that site as it is on an existing and treated
flood plain.

\f0

\f0Secondly this area of selkirk is far from desirable. It is far from amenities we have one shop and one bus service. Everything is out of reach if you can not drive. This area is deprived and high
in poverty and drug users. Existing roads are a disgrace around that site they are prone to flooding and pot holes.

\f0

\f0Thirdly the local residents do not want the noise or disruption of the development. We had to endure the build for the floor defense. Judging yes I am judging the people who live in
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Bannerfield (not all) but a lot are children having children , drug users and petty criminals who do not respect their neighbourhood, the people, surroundings etc. So the use of the term affordable
housing makes me filled with dread at what neighbours we would be sandwiched inbetween.

\f0

\f0Fourthly, that area is a natural habitat to wildlife, birds and pollinators which has been nicely established.

\f0

\f0I feel quite sad that the ordinary people of corbie terrace , cannon street etc, who are decent people have to to have their home life, peace of mind and mental health affected in what is an
extremely trying time. As the greed of the scottish borders council continues to grow.

\f0

\f0Yours sincerely

\f0Jane McPhail

\f0

\f0
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